
Take Note:
Creating Change 
Together

Sparking and supporting 
extraordinary artistic collaborations 
between unlikely allies to deliver 
real, long-lasting change.



Take Note’s approach ensured we had mutual buy-in as a group, total understanding of 
the project’s aims and outcomes, and were all equally invested in it, which brought huge 
benefits. Through Take Note’s support there was a framework created to hold us as three 
organisations, and I have never experienced that to such an extent before.
Hayley Field, Co-Director, Suffolk Artlink
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Collaboration is a powerful tool for impact. It can:

Why collaborate?

We see this work with Take Note as a start of a new ambitious way of working together, 
to bring attention to wider issues that need addressing to better our society.
Tyler Attwood, Director, Your Next Move

Extend networks Diversify reach

Share knowledge Unlock funding Mitigate risk  Catalyse systemic changeBoost morale

Enhance innovation Amplify ambition Enable efficiencies



Working together can also be hard! It can be challenging to:

What makes collaboration difficult?

In the charity sector we are often asked to work in partnership, and it is assumed that we will just get on with it, which 
is why these partnerships break down. I have seen many well-intentioned groups break down because people did not 
share the same values and were not clear on what they were trying to achieve.  [Take Note’s approach would] change 
and improve our own learning and delivery [and] help us formalise and articulate this learning for future delivery.

Mandy Gardner, Operations Manager, Bath City FC Foundation

Achieve equitable sharing 
of workload

Manage a range of capacity  
within the group

Ensure regular communication  
between the group

Identify and access new  
and unlikely allies

Balance shared project aims with  
individual organisation aims and goals

Manage different levels of  
experience within the group



Take Note amplifies collaboration’s power and offers solutions to the challenges it can pose. 

We provide a unique combination of funding and support, including a Collaboration Toolkit 
and facilitated workshops. We work with unlikely allies from across sectors, empowering 
them to collaborate to deliver ambitious, inclusive arts projects with social impact.

Take Note’s approach



Take Note So Far

Our Reach
In 2021-2022, Take Note in collaboration with key partners  
Esmée Fairbairn Foundation, Footwork and GUST, supported:

3 bold new partnership projects 
in Gloucester and Lowestoft 

supported with

cross-sector partners including 
arts organisations, mental 

health and disability charities, 
NHS, refugee support agencies 

and the Police

participants to take part 
in ambitious, inclusive 

community projects

audience members  
to see the performances  

and exhibitions

£78,000

16

397

30,000
Over



The evaluation found that by providing funding and strategic partnership support, 
Take Note’s model in particular enabled partners to:

Take Note So Far

Our Impact
New Philanthropy Capital’s evaluation found that the impact of collaboration in Take 
Note-supported projects in Gloucester with GUST and in Lowestoft enabled partners to:

Share different perspectives, 
expertise and learning

Amplify their collective 
artistic ambition

Build new relationships  
with unlikely allies

Strengthen social impact 
in communities

Embed efficient group  
working practices

Enhance partners’ 
motivation

Reach a wider and more  
diverse community

• More effectively plan their work together, 
reflect on the change they wanted to 
achieve, and plot out responsibilities and 
contributions from each partner

• More closely align their aspirations, 
anticipate challenges and work together 
towards finding shared solutions

• More efficiently agree how to distribute 
resources, skills and capacity across 
organisations



In-depth findings from Take Note’s support of partnership projects in Gloucester and Lowestoft can be explored in this evaluation report from  
New Philanthropy Capital at www.wetakenote.org/our-impact. 

With thanks to our collaborative trailblazers:
Amnesty International | Barton Street Neighbourhood Policing Team | Bed-Stuy Veterans | Community Action Suffolk | First Light Festival | Friendship 
Cafe Gloucester | Fuel Theatre | GARAS (Gloucestershire Action for Refugees and Asylum Seekers) | Gloucester Cathedral | Gloucestershire Carers 
Hub | Gloucestershire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust | GUST | Inclusion Gloucestershire | Kirkley Pantry | Look Again Photography | Metropolitan Arts 
Centre (MAC) Belfast | Nottingham CAMHS Mental Health Support Team | Nottingham Children, Young People and Families Project | Prospects Youth 
Support Team | Suffolk Artlink | The Music Works | The Venture Gloucester | Trelya | We The Conspirators | Your Next Move

What next?

In partnership with Footwork and Collaborative Change, during 2022 Take Note is supporting 
two ambitious cross-sector collaborations working across human rights and mental health 
through our newly launched fund, Partner-Up. The projects represent unique alliances across 
organisations ranging from Penzance-based youth work charity Trelya to leading human 
rights charity Amnesty International, to deliver social change in pioneering new ways. 

Ultimately, Take Note’s action research is building a comprehensive picture of how groups 
of organisations - across the arts and beyond - can maximise the effectiveness and impact 
of collaboration for greater social change. And we are making the case for the additional 
input and support required to strengthen partnership working. Over time, and through 
collaborations with strategically aligned partners and funders, we aim to integrate our model 
and disseminate our approach at scale, and inspire others to sustain Take Note’s collective 
approach for the long term.



There needs to be support and recognition for the Take Note model within the sector at 
a higher level. Particularly in the context of placemaking. Towns and cities could benefit 
massively from this, it gets people to think about healthy collaboration. The point of 
a project like this one is not just the final output but also the relationships formed to 
create that output – that is its legacy. 
Genevieve Christie, Director, First Light Festival


